
 
 

Business Opportunities in the Field of Facility Agriculture in Jurong City 

 
 Background introduction 

Jurong City is a county-level city under the jurisdiction of Zhenjiang in Jiangsu Province. It is 
connecting Zhenjiang in the east and Nanjing in the west. It is the southeast gateway of 
Nanjing. An emerging city in the Yangtze River Delta integrates port, industry, commerce and 
tourism. It was ranked 70th in China's Top 100 Counties in 2019. 

 
 Current situation 

In recent years, Jurong’s modern agriculture has developed rapidly, which is manifested in the 
remarkable achievements of characteristic agriculture, the rapid industrialization of 
agriculture, and the initial success of eco-tourism agriculture. Jurong has also planned a 
national-level comprehensive agricultural development high-tech demonstration zone, a 
provincial-level organic agriculture demonstration zone, and a municipal-level export-
oriented agricultural development zone. The local government takes full advantage of local 
resources, committed to build a green food base and a rural leisure agricultural sightseeing 
tourist spot.  

 
 Business opportunities 

1. Jurong Modern Agriculture Industry Demonstration Zone: Mainly for fresh fruit 
cultivation, covering an area of 28,000 mu. The zone is seeking modern technical guidance 
in tissuing culture of strawberry seedlings in the early stage, picking and storage at the 
later stage. 

2. Jurong Tow-gas Bauhinia Farm: The farms owns three glass greenhouses, four film 
greenhouses, covering an area of more than 60 million square meters. It is seeking 
technical guidance, communication and training, especially how to make good use of 
existing equipment and systems 

3. Houbai Town: The town government plans to launch a greenhouse project of more than 
100 Chinese mu. The fund will be from the provincial water conservancy department. A 
draft plan has been made. The location is selected. But the local town government does 
not know how to do exactly to push the project going ahead. Thus they are open for any 
proposals from the experienced Dutch companies/alliance.  

 
 

For interested companies who want to get more details, please sending an email to: 
Netherlands Business Support Office Nanjing 
nbsonanjing@nbsonanjing.com 
Dr. Richard van Ostend / Chief Representative    
Mr. Richard He / Deputy Representative 


